AG&P was contracted by SPEX to undertake hook-up and commissioning assistance, repair and painting works, and electrical and instrument installation for SPEX Malampaya Offshore Gas Platform Project (MP3) in Palawan, Philippines. The Malampaya platform supplies natural gas to power the Luzon electricity grid.

AG&P mobilized over 200 workers to perform the brownfield scope for the MP3 project, which included modifications to the Malampaya shallow water platform and activities related to the installation of the depletion compression platform, connecting bridge and management of change of assets’ engineering.

AG&P is dedicated to maintaining the highest levels of quality and safety for every project and team. In addition to project-specific training at AG&P’s facilities prior to deployment, AG&P provides mobile training to its teams. The workers arrive onsite ready to work and fully trained to comply with the latest international safety and quality standards.

AG&P successfully completed its project scope with zero Lost-Time Incidents (LTI). AG&P has an unmatched global safety record with more than 50 million consecutive man-hours without LTI and only one minor incident over the last decade.

For more information, visit [www.agp.ph](http://www.agp.ph)
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